
8th July, 1982� 

DEPUTY BA I LI FF : The plaintiffs in this action live at the premises\n�,;;;)... 0
os •chalet des Froises" which is o small house ond garden to the north 

and to some extent to the west ond east, because it is surrounded on 

three sides by property owned by the defendant company Jersey 

Strawberry Nurseries Limited. The beneficial owner· of that compony, 

Mr. J. Racz, ond the company for some years before this action was 

corrvnenced in June of this year enjoyed friendly _relations and· 

sometime in 1978 the defendant company through Mr. Racz conceived the 

idea of extending its business activities, which it hod been carrying 

on at what is conveniently to be called The Strawberry Form, to 

include a croft centre or area which would be for the production and 

sole of certain croft items. A plan was submitted to the Island 

Development Corrmittee to which the mole plaintiff Mr. Magyar was 

party in os much as he knew ot that-time that a croft centre was 

envisaged. It is unimportant, in our view, whether o gloss blowing 

centre was mentioned or not because it is not the low of nuisance that 

a person is deprived of his rights under that low if he moves to the 

nuisance. Hc,...,ever it is clear to us that the starting up of the gloss 

blowing activity by the defendant company was not just a wilful 

wanton act of onti�sociol interference with the plointif�s• rights as 

adjacent neighbours but was something which both the company through 

Mri Racz and the mole plaintiff Mr. Magyar expected could be carried 

out without causing inconvenience by noise. In the event we ore 

satisfied that Mr. Racz himself was horrified, as indeed of course 

were the plaintiffs, ot the resulting noise when the boiler was first 

sto rted. in April of this year, March of this year, we think the dote 

was the 15th March of this year. It is clear to us that Mr. Racz 

anticipated, having visited Italy, that he would be able to produce 

there without noise and without causing difficulties to his neighbours 
o good clear type of gloss ortifa ct. He was disappointed for two

reasons; firstly the machinery which was Italian, vkiich he had brought

back from Italy, didn't prove capable of manufacturing or blasting

clear gloss from sand as he hod hoped without rroking and I repeat

the adjective, what he described as a horrifying noise and also costing

his company a great deal more money a week to run to service the

gas necessary to keep the boilers going than he had anticipated, and

therefore the company through Mr. Racz took immediate steps to try to

change matters. Port of these steps included on effort to insulate

the furnaces and, as Mr. Racz said when he gave evide_r:cc, insulation

covers not only heat loss but also helps to reduce noise. However 

again it is not the low that a person may not t:c actioned for nuispncc 
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if he took reasonable steps· to prevent a nuisance occuring. We are 

satisfied that Mr. Racz's company did take some reasonable steps but 

that does not prevent the plaintiffs from bringing this action. Now 

the question of nuisance in Jersey has been thoroughly canvassed in 

two previous cases but particularly in the case of Arthur Graham du 

Feu v. Granite Products Limited which is reported at page 2441 of 

Jersey Judgements. There the Court referred to the three types of 

private nuisance which Clark & Lindsell hod set out and said that in 

that case the pla intiff based his action on the third type of nuisanc 

�hich was unduly interferring with his neighbour in the comfortable 

and convenient enjoyment of his land. That was described, as the 

Court said, by Lord Westbury L.C. in St. Helen's Smelting Company an, 

Tipping (1865) 11 House of Lords Coses 642 at page 650 as "the 

personal ioconvenience and interference with ones enjoyment, one's 

• quiet, one's personal freedom, anything that discomposes or injuriou:

affects the senses or the nerves." In that connection I should odd

th at if a person is unduly sensitive to something which would

otherwise not be a nuisance to the overage person he is disentitled

to a remedy, and I cite from The General Principles of the Low of

• 

· Torts by Professor Jomes at page 183 where he says "That where

i_nju_ry _is _ottributabl_e ·not t o  _the defendant's activities but to

abnormal sensitivity on the port of the plaintiff himself or of his

property no action lies." In the du Feu case the Royal Court set ou

fully on pages 2447 to page 2449 a number of principles which govern

the low of nuisance where an action is brought under the third head

as I have just men tioned. It �is not necessary I think for me to

repeat them except to draw a ttention to the words of the Court on

page 2448 when it said this: "In organised society everyone must put

up with a certain amount of discomfort and annoyance from the

legitimate activities of his neighbours. The homely phrases "give c

take" and "live and let live" are relevant in striking a just balanc

between the right of a defendant to use his pro�erty for his own

lawful enjoymen t  and the right of the plaintiff to the undisturbed

enjoyment of his property. The following extract from paragraph 16c

of Volume 28 of Halsbury's Laws of England, 3rd edition, is valuablf

and I now cite what the Court said there - "An act which in some

circumstances is innocent may in others bec�me actionable as a

TI�isance. Whether such an act does constitute a nuisance must be

determined not merely by on abstract consideration of the act itscl1

but by reference to all the circumstances of the ca se-lncluding for

example the time of the commission of th·e act compla ined of, the pl<
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of its comission, the manner of committing it, that is whether it is 

done wantonly or in the reasonable exercise of rights, and the effect 

of it c ommission, that is whether these effects ore transitory or 

permanent, occasional or continuous. So-that the question of nuisance 

or no nuisance is one of fact". Over the page the Court goes on -

•In particular the low takes into consideration· both the object and 

duration of that w hich is alleged to constitute the nuisance." A fur

ther point which was particularly stressed in this case quite

properly by Mr. Le Morquond for the defendant company was that the

property was already in a rather noisy_ area inasmuch as there was a

number of commercial activities carried on a t  Strawberry Form and tho1

therefore in order for the plaintiffs to succeed they wo uld hove to

show that the rreosure of noise which emanated from the glass blowing 

• activities was substantially higher th�n the ordi nary level of nois e

occasioned by those-commercial activities. That is perfectly true

but on the other ha nd the fact as was said by the Royal Court in the

du Feu~ case citing another case on nuisance Haleseo and Esso

Petroleum Company Limited that d oes not mean, that a person who lives

in, · for· example, _o noisyJ neighbourhood can never complain of any

additi onal noise. He can do so if the fres� noise is by itself so

substantial as to be a nuisance. It is to be noted that in this case

the plaintiffs do not complain of any such noise that m_oy emanate

from Strawberry Farm in the course of its ordinary commercfol octivit

but only because of the gloss blo.-'Jing. We had the opportunity of

visiting the site and listening t o  the noise that emanated from the

•
area where the glass blowing activity was carried on . We have notic

that there is a considerable amount of other commercial activity but

apart from the occasi onal shouting by the agricultural workers when

we were there, we were not aware of any other particular over-riding

noise which it co uld be said might constitute a nuisance from the

ordinary commercial activities carried out by Mr. Racz's company and

indeed, as I repeat, the pl aintiffs do not c omplain of those activit 

Now it is clear f rom the evidence of Mr. Monson, the young man who

came t o  work some nin� weeks aga0to run the boiler or perhaps mpre

accurately to be the glass blower for the defendant company, that th,

activities carried on there are as follows, it'll be convenient to

start in the late afternoon - at about half past five the boiler

or furnace is lit and glass is mel ted. The glass that is melted is

a quantity of broken glass which is imported by the defendant compan

for that purpose. When it first started, as I have said, the

defendant company was endeavouring to mok e  glass by melting sand 'Jnc

that was not a successful operation and we wero told t·,at that
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opera'tion has ceased and the noise resulting from it has also ceased 

and therefore that matter can how be disregarded. After the glass ho 

been melted, which con take up to nine o'clock and very occasionally 

ten o'clock, the fu rnace is then turned down to a sufficiently low le 

to enable the melted glass to founder,- that is to say to allow the 

bubbles to c ome out of it, and that should normally be sufficient to 

last until the morning when Mr. Mans·on returned to work which is, 

according to him, somewhere round nine o'clock. If in the course of 

the night he had occasion to believe that the temperature hod droppe, 

too much he .would return., some times as late as· one o'clock, and 

adjust the furnace so that there would be a n  increase in the 

temperature to keep the furnace at the required temperature for the 

rest of the night. By doing so, of course, the amount of blast was 

increased and the t would occur in the mid.dle o·f the night. When he 

returns in the morning he then deals with the furnace sometimes turn 

it up, sometimes turning it down and extract the glass and start to 

blow. In the course of the day when he is not blowing glass he uses 

what has been called the glory hole, which is a kind of deep freeze 

reverse, that is to say when he is not blowing in order that th� glc 

if he hasn't completed what he is doing on a particular piece of glc 

he puts it into the glory hole until he is ready to start blowing sc 

that it can be kept malleable in the meantime. He said that that me 

occur twice a da y, it depends entirely on the am oµnt of gloss blo,.Ji1 

he had to do, and that takes him up to five thirty again. Now it 

was apparent t o  us that that kind of function continues seven days 

week and indeed seve n nights a week so therefore there is a continu 

use of the boiler. We had a number of divisions of noise presented 

to us when we attended at the site yesterday. We thought that they 

were the following - sand blasting, but as I say that is no longer 

done so that can be omitted, secondly blasting and melting gloss, 

thirdiy blasting, melting gloss and the glory hole on, fourthly whc 

has been called idling and fifthly switched off. We were told tha1 

the ·furnace was switched off for more than three hours that would 

be detrimental to it because the bricks would crock and the furnoc1 

would be destroyed. In the event Mr. Manson told us today that�� 

glory hole was not used at the same time as the furnace was blosti, 

for the purposes of melting the broken glass and that what we hod 

heard yesterday wos the f urnace on its own at the volume necessary 

heat the broken qlass and the glory hole. on its own, ond in our 

opinion the louder noise was thot of the glory hole.·· So we had th 

noise of the glory hole, the noise of the blast of the furnace use 

for melting broken gloss and what was called idling. We w ere not 
given a n  example of tho volume of blast w hich was nocd• -J to allo .... 
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honestly, frankly and we would not wish it to be inferred otherwise, 

but they were called very near to the time when the sand blasting was 

taking place and when there was no doubt that the boiler was running 

at a much louder, was making a much louder noise, the furnace was mok 

a much louder noise that was emanating from it towards the plaintiffs 

house than later. Indeed Mr. Magyar said that following the injuncti 

the service of the injun:tion was obtained on the 17th June, there wo� 

something like fifteen to twenty per cent reduc�ion in the noise. 

Hoving visited the site and having heard the evidence of the parties 

we ore satisfied, and Mr. and Mrs. Magyar told us this, for example 

that at night ti me they hod to sleep in a room owoy_from the garden 

and furthermore they c ouldn't themise-lves sit in the garden; we· ore 

satisfied that anything above what, as I repeat, hos been ca lled the 

idling noise is a nuisance. A person is entitled to use their garde 

and is entitled to sleep with their wi"ndov.S open and sit in their roo· 

with their windows open. However we hove listened most attentively 

to what Mr. Racz hos said and we ore satisfied that he hos been doin 

his best to meet the objections. He hasn't succeeded but we ore goi 

to give him on opportunity to do that, but because we have found the 

there is a nuisance, the level of noise being in our opinion such tr 

the overage person cannot be expected to put up with it both because 

of :its intensify as regards the glory hole and as regards its 

continuity, and the continuity I repeat because I hove already menti 

this,. the noise as night is not just idling, the noise at night is 

something louder than idling, we are going to impose an injection b1 

we are going to impose it for a limited time. We are going to imp� 

the irj.Jnction until the 7th August, ond that injunction will be in 

the following terms - that the furnace or furnaces must not be run 

beyond wha t we have hod described as the idling limit between 9 p.m 

and 7 a.m. We propose to review the matter after the 7th August. 

The defendant is to put into effect those matters which he said he 

could do or his company could do, a nd they were as follows:-

The insulation of the dome, the shading of the light, the insulatin 

.of the vent, the blocking up of the s6ffits and any other openings 

and the plaintiffs ore ordered to al low access for this purpose, tr 

insulation of th� windows and the insulation of the flue. In oddit 

to these particular matters we enjoin the defendant company to do � 

other works. as may reduce the noise generally. There is one other 

special one which I hove omitted and which Mr. Racz said could be 

done I the C ompony is to reduce the noise .from the in·let pipe in th< 

greenhouse. And in order that these matters shall be properly 
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supervised from the point-of view of public safety, and that is the 

safety of course not only of the workers there but because of the 

highly inflammable nature of the work and the high pressures involvec 

we think it right that we s hould ask the Greffier to write to the 

Fire Prevention Officer to inspect the.area and to examine the work c 

it proce eds and to give his agreement and approv?l of the work we 

hove specif ied. Now if that work can be done before the 7th August 

we will sit as soon a s  it is done, if not we will sit again at 

ten o'clock on the 11th August. If that work has not been done or 

if it has been d one and the re is some dispute as to whether there is 

still a nuisance we will go to the site again and consider how it is 

We will soy no more as to what our de cision will be thereafter. We 

think because of our order we will leave the question of damages eve 

for past nuisance and we will leave over the quest ion as to whether, 

• depending on wha t  happens, we will lift the injunction or impose it

more permanently for the rest of the season after we have sat again.

The defendant company will P<:Y .. �he co sts of- the action todate.


